numerous books and articles on the matters.
1 She includes, as appendixes in this book, sample syllabi and schedules for workshops, retreats, and courses. Her presentation at times reads like the notes of an explorer: given that writing is a social practice, what if we were, for example, to 'bring our values and priorities back into the conversation about our research and writing '? (17) . What if we were to create a space of 'dedicated writing time, without interruptions and without the threat of interruptions'? (57). What if we were to use social collaboration and support to ensure that our writing goals are met? Murray's text is filled with big questions, written as if to direct her readers to engage with the ideas at hand. Indeed, readers can easily envision Murray wrestling with these same questions: the strategies she has developed in response are at the heart of the work and vitalize her culminating framework. She deftly uses anaphora, often with strings of questions that function not only rhetorically but also constructively, willing the reader to work through the challenges she addresses.
In her chapters on writing partners, writing groups, and writing workshops, Murray presents and critiques these structures as means for writers to sustain greater levels of productivity and self-awareness with less stress. Since writing outputs qua published works are visible and lauded, writers -and their institutions -must work to make the writing process itself more visible and valued. Such a task may be difficult in a 'surveillance culture' where 'the demands on writers and directives on writing often seem non-negotiable and highly politicised' (73-4). Moreover, Murray writes of competitive workplace cultures that are unfriendly or even hostile to writing, in part due to a stigmatized sense that talk about writing is somehow 'remedial.' (I noted this situation before, with surprise, in one of Murray's earlier works.
2 What I have noticed since is that authors outside North America are more likely to acknowledge and articulate this unfortunately ubiquitous situation in books on scholarly writing. I sense also that Murray, who completed her PhD at Pennsylvania State University, is perceptively attuned to cultural differences across the Atlantic vis-à-vis writing and its varied places in the lives of academics.)
To make her work accessible, Murray eschews jargon. However, she invokes scarcity theory in a chapter on the physical, cognitive, and social disengagements that are necessary in order to write, thus interposing a prioritized space for social engagement with writing: 'ignoring other people's demands in order to write is accompanied by the development of relationships with others who write' (95). And she adopts containment theory -which helps manage (contain) the unmanageable, here in terms of thoughts and feelings that stymie writing -as a defence for the structured writing retreat. Such retreats model routine and discipline in writing, 'produce cohesion in competitive cultures, create structure out of the fragments of time available for writing and build connectedness through the articulation of common goals, struggles and experiences' (72). (Murray is a champion of the structured writing retreat, facilitating eight multi-day sessions at rural hotels in western Scotland in 2016, according to her tailored website.) Offset boxes of three to five 'key messages' near the outsets of the first nine chapters are a laudable feature: Murray outlines the components of her theory quite clearly and deliberately. But in the final chapter, where she presents her social writing framework, I was somehow expecting more. A diagram brings all the pieces into a single frame, showing what readers know well by this point: that social writing 'consists of writingoriented relationships -relationships with and between many different processes, spaces, people and objects' (129). Murray includes ten brief 'vignettes' at the conclusion of the chapter in order to embolden the link between theory and praxis, but these episodes (merely) underscore what I read to be a personal goal of Murray in writing this book: to show how her life is imbricated with her writing. This fact she surely knew before authoring this book, but exploration and increased self-knowledge indeed constitute additional products of the social practice of writing. Coincidentally, Murray recounts in an earlier chapter that participants in a six-month course on writing for publication took issue with these personal benefits of writing, contending that the noble -and therefore only 'valid' -purpose of writing for publication is to create new knowledge and improve the lives of others. Thus Murray's conclusion, wherein she looks both inward and outward, underscores the personal nature of her presentation.
How did Murray's book change my own approach to scholarly writing? I confess that most of my self-initiated writing feels as if it is 'a solitary act, the work of an individual mind' (10). The reason, presumably, is because the writing I do as part of my job is 'professional' writing, limited in scope to a localized audience; scholarship, for me, remains an after-hours diversion. But that distinction -between professional and scholarlycreates an opportunity for Murray's theory and framework: professional writing, too, can surely benefit from a social-process approach. I wonder, then, why Murray does not overtly include co-authoring as a social practice in her book, unless doing so would have been too 'easy.' By taking a process that is stereotypically done in isolation and excogitating the ways in which others can influence even one's single-authored scholarly works, Murray ultimately succeeds in highlighting the beneficial interrelationships between scholarly writers and the social elements of their broader contexts. 
